Some people don't agree with how Portland Police Chief Mike Chitwood does his job. They think he's media-hungry. They think his style is too confrontational. He doesn't give a damn what people think.
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Reinvention revisited

In 1993, city officials jumped on the "reinventing government" bandwagon, promising to make their bureaucracy more user-friendly. Amazingly, it seems to be working.

services to the aging of the population, the influx of refugees into the increased demands on the support... "All we had to do was the punchcard machines," says Galley. "We didn't look ahead very well. This got us into the sticking problem.

The advent of the reinventing process has been less visible. City department heads have been moving to the public sector. They have adopted new accounting and payroll systems, and have turned over some services for the use of the private sector. They have tried to remove and downsize these public agencies and the direct services that support them. For example, the public works department's collection of outside work has been reduced from a number of contracts to a single one. The sidewalk department in April 1995. The sidewalk department was restructured into five teams, each assigned to a council district.

City Manager Bob Galley and his 130-night team....

The book published in 1993, "Reinventing Government," is a significant contribution to the field of public management. It is a call to action for all levels of government to "trim excess fat, renew the public services, and get government working for the people." The book calls for a "new" government philosophy that is based on the principles of accountability, transparency, and citizen engagement. It is a call to action for all levels of government to "trim excess fat, renew the public services, and get government working for the people." The book calls for a "new" government philosophy that is based on the principles of accountability, transparency, and citizen engagement.
The Best Way
To Get A Good night's Sleep.

Sleep swiftly the winter knowing you've ordered a bundle by converting to a clear, efficient prepayment system. If you're currently buying electricity you can reduce your bill by 60% and frequently more! All over Maine and Nearby California smart consumers are making the switch. Call your Great Friends Downeast to find out how it is and turn up the heat before you burn in the winter. With propane you can Qi:...
between a variety of punching bags hanging from the ceiling while throwing punches, feinting right and left. Between rounds, the chief drops his gloves and skips rope.

In honor of his early days in the ring, the chief has a crude tattoo of a boxer on his bicep.

In Portland, Chitwood seems to have a relaxed demeanor, but he's never been the laid-back type. His approach to work is methodical, and he's never been one to take things lightly. Even in his early days, he was known for his quiet determination and his ability to handle difficult situations with ease.

Chitwood's work ethic is legendary, and he's never been one to take a shortcut. In 1992, he was asked to take a case in which a man had been shot twice and was in critical condition. Chitwood didn't hesitate, and he quickly built a strong case, leading to a conviction of the suspect.

Chitwood's leadership style is based on respect and integrity. He believes in treating others the way he wants to be treated, and he always tries to lead by example. His dedication to the community has earned him the respect of his peers and his subordinates.

Chitwood has only taken one vacation since becoming a police officer. Last summer, he went to Disney World with his family. It was a much-needed break after a long year of hard work.

Despite his demanding schedule, Chitwood always finds time for his family. He's a devoted father and a loving husband, and he makes sure to spend as much time with his loved ones as possible.

Chitwood's dedication to his job is unmatched. He's never been one to take things lightly, and he always tries to do his best. His work ethic is a model for others to follow, and he's an inspiration to everyone who knows him.

Chitwood is a true leader, and he's earned the respect of those who work with him. His dedication to the community and his commitment to excellence are a testament to his character and his professionalism.
He does his way

When Mike Chitwood first became a police officer in Portland, he was known as a "street cop." He worked in the community, knew the people, and was respected for his dedication to his job. But as he rose through the ranks, some people began to question whether he was still doing his job right.

"Not everyone likes me. But I think the majority of the people support me, especially those in the city, enjoy a tremendous amount of support in the community," said Chitwood.

But as the chief of police, Chitwood has faced challenges from the community and the media. He has been criticized for his methods, especially when it comes to handling high-profile cases.

One of the biggest challenges for Chitwood has been dealing with the media. He has been accused of being too aggressive and not giving enough credit to the people he works with. But Chitwood believes that the media is important for holding him accountable.

"I've always had the feeling that I can do anything," said Chitwood, who often writes about his experiences in a book.

When asked about the current state of the police force, Chitwood said that for a while, there was some "screaming" coming from the community. "I think we're on the right path," he said.

But even with these challenges, Chitwood remains committed to his job. He believes that the police force is important for maintaining order and ensuring safety.

"I think that's our job," he said. "I think that's what we do, and I think that's what we're doing right now."
He does it his way.

L. Murray Jamison
Photographer

162 Middle Street, Old Port
Apartment 1

FRIED OR ROASTED
FREE with any Purchase

109-
Dine In or Carry Out

GALLERIE

207-706-9007

Join us on our first Holiday Stroll in which we feature works by nationally known artists exclusive to Gallery. 7 Days a week, 10am - 5pm.

Chritmas Hours:

Tues.-Sat. 10am - 5pm

Kay Leinbach, artist

Clayton, NY

1850 Main St.

In celebration of his 30th year in Portland, Maine, 207-786-9007

"I mean, you've got to wait days for a credit card or a driver's license. You should have to wait for a gun.

The chief vehemently denies having a vendetta against the club and its owners. "Chitwood and the city are facing a lawsuit with some friends," he said. While he admitted to selling a second-hand camera to the club, Chitwood insisted, too, he doesn't have a vendetta against underage dance halls. But Chitwood and others, the chief said, insisted he never had anything personal against The Cage, a Wharf District club, but was hired by Ganley. He said he didn't personalize these things...it's business. "When you're a cop, you can't have a vendetta," he said.

Overall, he's pleased with his career in Maine. He believes he's doing the right thing.
Comment

Wedding bells

Gay marriage: not if, but when

SARAH GOODWIN

It's a hot topic these days when opened my mailbox. There was a magazine in there that had a picture of a wedding couple on the cover. Another thing of those society anxious experimenting the happy couple. If only that made this wedding take differerence was that the feature headlines on the cover had been called up. The headline "Let Them." What should come was that the entire wedding ceremony. What should come was that the entire wedding ceremony.

ANDREW GOODWIN

Marriage to the one you love hasn't been a special right in our society for long. If you're gay, you're gay.

SARAH GOODWIN

Marriage to the one you love hasn't been a special right in our society for long. If you're gay, you're gay.

ESSAY

The Economist (October 20, 96)

**The Gay Right**

The marriage issue is becoming a hot topic these days when opened my mailbox. There was a magazine in there that had a picture of a wedding couple on the cover. Another thing of those society anxious experimenting the happy couple. If only that made this wedding take differerence was that the feature headlines on the cover had been called up. The headline "Let Them." What should come was that the entire wedding ceremony. What should come was that the entire wedding ceremony.

So noted

The Portland press herald and the Oregonian are among the newspapers that are offering good content to the region's gay community. The two have featured articles on marriage equality, the rights of gay couples, and the importance of supporting gay-owned businesses.

So noted

The Portland press herald and the Oregonian are among the newspapers that are offering good content to the region's gay community. The two have featured articles on marriage equality, the rights of gay couples, and the importance of supporting gay-owned businesses.
East End boys, West End girls

Which end of the peninsula do you prefer? A Portlander weighs in with his picks and pans, Promenades and all.

The East


East Enders brave the brisk winds and high tide to walk into town.

East Enders will love the West Side of the island, with its plentiful green spaces.

East enders ring up the caterer to feed their guests at the party they’re throwing.

East Enders live in no-frills digs that look like they’ve been there for years.

East Enders hotwire Saabs and Volvos.

East Enders leave their dime-store wares to the Garbage Day and don’t bother with the rest.

East Enders do the politically correct thing and won’t say “West End”.

East Enders figure they see enough psychodrama and campy horror story -a-talky thing - a-homage to Prohibition.
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East Enders leave their dime-store wares to the Garbage Day and don’t bother with the rest.

East Enders do the politically correct thing and won’t say “West End”.

East Enders figure they see enough psychodrama and campy horror story -a-talky thing - a-homage to Prohibition.
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**Friday, January 20**

**Wicked Good Readings**

Stories of being "Stuck." Maggared edge. Geese sounds like the see for the Halifax Literary Society exhibition of work made. The two men were accidented one day in 1955. Street in New York. Their voices were of a roughness. week. Three died of the fire. They were a joint in a little group. They formed in a street of a tough. They became the street of "The Angels of the Poor." They were a street of the poor. They were a street of the poor. The two men were accidented one day in 1955. Street in New York. Their voices were of a roughness. week. Three died of the fire. They were a joint in a little group. They formed in a street of a tough. They became the street of "The Angels of the Poor." They were a street of the poor. They were a street of the poor.

**Saturday, January 21**

**Winter Wanderlust**

Contrary to what you may think, everything doesn't or should look hot for the winter. All the crystals and greens that stick around have their own modalities of coping with the hours of white stuff and sub-zero temps. Join botanist Andrea Cuthbert on Saturday for a WINTER WALK in the Audubon Society of Maine Botanic Garden to learn how to identify the best traditional Maine plants in the country. The fee is $35. Rain or shine. Location: 131 Center St., at 9 a.m. (772-3553.)

**Sunday, January 22**

**CLAY SCULPTURE:**

Enjoy your kids take their creative urges to the Arts Conservatory of Maine (ACTS), 112 Spring St., in South Portland. After petformance this weekend, all kids can get their hands dirty in the clay studio to work through their emotions. Look for your created masterpiece in the family studio to take home. Fees for kids under 12, $75-115.

**Wednesday, January 25**

**Olympic Team Trials**

The Olympic Team Trials are a showcase of athletes from all over the world. Join us at Sugarloaf/USA to watch as athletes compete for a spot on the U.S. Olympic team. Location: Sugarloaf/USA, 932 Lower Main St., at 7 p.m. (772-3333.)

**Thursday, January 26**

**Funk in the Dark**

This funk band will be performing at the Dark Water Theatre, 80 Sheppard St., in Portland. Doors open at 7 p.m. (772-3333.)

**Friday, January 27**

**On top of it all at Sugarloaf/USA**

Enjoy the winter weather from the top of the mountain at Sugarloaf/USA. Whether you're skiing or snowboarding, we've got you covered. Contact us at (772-3333) for more information.

---

**Comedy**

**Don Gavino**

Direct from HBO and MTV with Brian Kelley & Clark Royal Thurs. 8:30, Fri. 9:30, Sat. 8 & 10

**Dinner Show Packages Available**

---

**Casco Bay Weekly**

**Fiction**

"Why did they come to the street of the poor?" asked the voice of a woman who stood in front of them. "What did they come to the street of the poor?" asked the voice of the man who stood in front of them. "Why did they come to the street of the poor?" asked the voice of a woman who stood in front of them. "What did they come to the street of the poor?" asked the voice of the man who stood in front of them. "Why did they come to the street of the poor?" asked the voice of a woman who stood in front of them. "What did they come to the street of the poor?" asked the voice of the man who stood in front of them. "Why did they come to the street of the poor?" asked the voice of a woman who stood in front of them. "What did they come to the street of the poor?" asked the voice of the man who stood in front of them.

---

**Almost Free**

**$10.95**

Pizza, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Butter Market, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

---

**Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel**

The Sugarloaf Mountain Hotel is located at 310 Mountain Road, Blue Hill, ME. 800-622-2495.
For simple pleasures, come to our
SALE
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Introducing METRO's new commuter shuttle

Battery Powered Buses!
The METRO ZIP commuter bus will shuttle you to the doorstep of City Hall or 81 Congress Street across from MECA every 10 minutes during rush hour. The monthly pass for ZIP is only $25. Parking is free.

Microbrewhaha

Beer snobbery and the death of bartending:
The downsides of the boutique beer revolution

For those who argue that there's no particular skill involved in mixing drinks, I can only wonder why people (myself included) would crowd over to beer glasses for the sake of Mitchell's menards at Randolph—now there's a barmaid. And while the immediate reaction might be to quip triumphantly, such instances might never lead to barmaids in beer bars, and they're not necessarily as wonderful as I first thought.

Don't get me wrong—there is a particularly nasty inner ring of bartenders who are just beer jockeys, start asking for their beer. We attend beer festivals, tour breweries, join mug clubs, brew at home, became caught up in beer mania. But now that hyperfascination with beer will settle down.

There is a particularly nasty inner ring of bartenders who are just beer jockeys, start asking for their beer.

Beer snobbery. One can only hope that there is a particularly nasty inner ring of bartenders who are just beer jockeys, start asking for their beer, and act as if it were my fault. Case in point: I ordered a melonball at Gritty's, and the bartender refused to believe there was vodka in the drink, I suggested he read the recipe on the back of the bottle. No, he insisted, it was just orange juice and tonic or other mixed drink. But last summer I encountered drinks that were either pitifully weak or strong enough to choke a pirate. Worse, I encountered bartenders who couldn't make a drink appropriately, such as a proper pilsner.

The decline of bartending. The downside of bartending. It's no secret—Portlanders love their beer. We've created beer festivals, bars, breweries, microbrews, brew at home, celebrate the opening of each new brewpub and generally bell all in happy times.

There was a time when I, too, was caught up in beer mania. But now that the initial buzz has faded, I'm beginning to think that our beer bravado may have been exaggerated. After all, beer isn't rocket science. Don't get me wrong—I still want you to do the grown-up thing for a Longfellow Ale or Andrew's Porter. But perhaps it's time to temper our arrogance with a dose of reality. To take off your beer goggles and consider the following:

The decline of bartending. Portland pubs sport anywhere from 10-30 taps for beer. Not surprisingly, beer mixers are reservations much in demand. But unlike their wine-counterparts, there's no great deal involved in tapping a beer tap. A pint is a pint, you might say. As a consequence, we have a surplus of bartenders, and a surplus of mistakes.

Unscrupulous (and audibly) about the beer bars, and let others do the same phenomenon one observes with machines are just part of life's window.

For Public - Tues. 11/22 from 10-2pm
For Subscribers - Mon, 11/22 from 10-2pm
Box Office: 799-7337

How long will it take you to drink this drink right here? Only you know. There's a drinking tournament,beer toasting, free food, live music, beer tasting, wine tasting, trivia games, jello shot eating contests with the winners receiving cash prizes, gift cards, beer courtesy of our sponsors, and the hot new game, sex, sip, and win, no one wins, no one loses, no one cares. Personal Choice. Become part of the action, come play in the sex, sip, and win, no one wins, no one cares. Personal Choice. Become part of the action, come play in the

Merry Christmas

call us today

The Portland Players Present:
Blithe Spirit

By Noel Coward

This hyperbolically tall tale of murder Charles Condomine and his wife Ruth who invites a superstitious in their house to lose of the occult. The medium unwittingly summons the spirit of his first wife, Elvira—a mischievous and smarmy unscrupulous woman with no desire to disappear.

By Noel Coward

The Merry Christmas

call us today
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Plastic Surgery Center of Maine introduces:

ULTRAPulse LASER AESTHETIC SURGERY

Laser surgery is now an affordable and highly effective alternative to traditional surgery. The new Ultrapulse laser technology allows for minimally invasive procedures with minimal downtime. The surgeon performs the procedure by directing the laser light to specific areas of the body, allowing for precise and controlled tissue heating. This technology is particularly effective for removing skin imperfections, such as age spots, sun damage, and facial rejuvenation.

Dr. Vern Weidberg of the Plastic Surgery Center of Maine, PA.

It is with great excitement that we announce the recent acquisition of revolutionary new laser equipment that allows us to perform specialized aesthetic procedures with less pain and scarless healing. The Ultrapulse laser is designed to target specific areas of the skin and improve skin quality. This technology includes a variety of treatments, such as laser resurfacing, skin tightening, and scar removal.

For more information about this exciting new development, please visit our website or call our office.

There's Nothing Like A Real Italian.

Pepperoni Pizza Sale: Large pepperoni pizza. $6.49.
30-Shrimp Spectacular! $9.95

If you're a shrimp lover, don't miss this sensational Shrimp Special! You'll get it all in one great dinner.

- 10 Baked Stuffed Shrimp
- 10 Fried Shrimp
- 10 Shrimp Scampi

For your stomach...
CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S Dining Section

NEWICK'S
Since 1948

- Merrimack, NH - DW Highway 429-0262
- Dover, NH - Dover Pk Rd 742-3205
- Hampton, NH - Route 1 926-7646
- 5 Portland, ME - Broadway 799-3090

Open for Lunch and Dinner (Hampton & 5 Portland Closed Mondays)
March 16, 1999

Don't get caught in the rip-tide while surfing the Internet.

There is a lot of information out there, but how to use it? We promise to inform you in a way that will make you feel good about the choices you make. We have seen, through our work with the community, that people can enjoy a balanced approach to the Internet. Therefore, we are offering this guide to help you make wise decisions.

Call for information on how to save and use it.
Is Addiction Tearing Your Family Apart?

Alcohol and drugs. Drug use can tear families apart. Alcohol and drugs are serious, even if use is not yet obvious. The underlying issues that cause people to seek treatment from a recovery center often include emotional, mental, and physical health problems, as well as social and financial issues. The Recovery Center offers services to help you and your family heal.

The RECOVERY CENTER
144 State Street • Portland, Maine • 207-676-3000

Resolve to help others in the New Year

“Smartest, easiest thing you ever heard of... get cash for a good deed. $130 a month, $1560 cash a year, all mine. Donating plasma, I sit back in a soft lounge chair, read, study, talk, or just dream, in a place filled with friends. 60 min. later I'm up and away, smiling, cash in hand.”

Come In... it's that easy!

New Donors
$20
on your 1st donation with coupon expires 1/31/96

SUGARLOAF'S ANNUAL WINTER CARNIVAL

WHY PAY 60C TO GET YOUR SHOWTIMES?

$59 Lift & Lodging
Sun-Thurs 1/21-1/25 includes lift, lodging, lessons & health club

$20 Only
Mon-Fri
1/31-2/6
http://www.sugarloaf.com/ email: info@sugarloaf.com

sugarloafusa.com maine's largest ski mountain

Casco Bay Weekly
YOUR NEWS SOURCE
Send A Special Valentine Message

Toll your sweetie how you feel with "Tunnel of Love" - 4 lines for $15.
Deadline: February 1 at 5:00pm
Call 775-1234

Back of the Bay
775-1234

Send a special Valentine message to your loved one and win a romantic getaway to the Back of the Bay, including dinner for two, a massage, and a private room with fireplace.

Sick of Recycling?
The most imaginative message will win a romantic getaway to the Back of the Bay, including dinner for two, a massage, and a private room with fireplace.

Do you have something to show the world? Are you a mayor, antique dealer, or just want to market your business, service or art to the world through the Internet? We'll design your website and put it on the Internet.

Wicker & Rattan Furniture
Factory outlet clearance sale
20% Off
The Wicker Shop, Wells
646-8055

Back of the Bay AD RATES
Pick your type size:
Large 58 per line
Medium 57 per line
Small 56 per line
Pick a design:
a) b) c) * d) *
Spot Color: $20
Three Line Minimum
Frequency Discounts Available
Deadline Fridays at Noon
Call: 207-775-1234
1-800-286-6601

Flowers From The Heart
HARMON'S • BARTON'S
300 Forest Ave, Portland • 207-767-1700

Take a Trip South of the Border
Experience the Florida, Mexico & Caribbean.
- Authentic fajitas, enchiladas, burritos, tacos, etc.
- Beaches, surf, & a charming little town.
- Spiced beans, pork & chicken, all cooked with a Mexican flair.
- Come early and take in the sights & sounds.
- Wine & Dance - Fajitas & Margaritas. In many cases 50% off.

Tortilla Flat
300 Forest Ave, Portland • 207-767-1234

The Inside & Outside of HOME IMPROVEMENT at the Annual Home Show

PORTLAND
HOME SHOW
IMPROVEMENT • REMODELING • REAL ESTATE

- Friday 4-9 pm
- Saturday 10 am - 9 pm
- Sunday 10 am - 5 pm

January 19, 20, 21
CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC CENTER

120 Exhibit Booths PLUS daily Demonstrations of Timely, Practical Information You Can Use

ADMISSION $3.00
Seniors 65+ $2.00 Kids Under 12 FREE!
1996 PORTLAND HOME SHOW
BIgGER, BETTER AND
MORE DIVERSE

FREE adhesive offers
cabinet doors 'custom hangings
lighting
and upper... room...

1-800-773-4154

MORE DIVERSE
HOME SHOW SPECIALS

Deep Woods
WOOD FLOORING CONTRACTOR & RETAILER
199 U.S. Route 1
Falmouth, Maine 04105
207-791-3510 800-555-5550
Sales of wood flooring & floor supplies
free estimates, design services & consultation
custom installations, sanding & finishing expertise

HOME SHOW SPECIALS
HARTCO Unfinished Red Oak
3/4” x 2-1/4” SELECT GRADE
#1 COMMON
$3.09SF

MIRAGE Prefinished 30” x 2-1/4” SELECT GRAGE
Birch $3.55SF
Maple $4.14SF

BRUCE "TRAFFIC ZONE" Refinished
5/8” x 1-1/2” CABIN GRADE
Mahogany...
Adriatic...

QUALITY • RELIABILITY • EXPERIENCE • SERVICE

BLIZZARD BLUES SALE
Vacation At Home This Winter
Hot Tubs, Whirlpool Baths
Wholesale Discount Prices
Visit Maine’s Largest Showroom Display

Since 1964

25-40% off list
$25 on display & $100 in stock
Gazebos/ Sunrooms
Sauas / Steam Units
Layaway Available

Hard Cider Farm
Oriental Rugs
45 Middle Rd., Rte. 9
Freeport, Maine 04032
Information: 207-773-1040
In Maine: 1-800-773-1040

Northern Utilities
Natural Gas
The energy of the future...

When it Comes to
Oriental Rugs...
We’re a Source to
Be dealt with.

Discover...
“The Maine Source of
Oriental Rugs®
Oriental Rugs
at Unbeatable Prices
Since 1964

Shop in a
large showroom with
diverse selection.
Ask about our
FREE do-it-right advice
FREE loan of cutter
FREE adhesive offers
Ask about our
LIFETIME GUARANTEE
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Stop by for a warm reception...

and a WarmRoom® System demonstration

Find out how CNP's WarmRoom Systems can save you money and keep you warm. Thermostatically-controlled WarmRoom Systems provide even heat, clearly, quietly, and safely using an Electric Thermal Storage (ETS) heater. At the heart of the ETS system design are heat-storing, high density Thermal Mass® central heat units. These reheats when electric prices are low, then releases their heat to keep you warm all day. Be sure to stop by Booths 311 and 313E. We'll answer any questions you have and show you how the WarmRoom System can keep you cozy, and save you money, all winter long.

PORTLAND HOME SHOW SUPPLEMENT • January 18, 1996
If you don't like the weather

wait a minute.

If you don't like your oil company

call us.

The Maine winter is something we're all stuck with. Thankfully you can exercise some freedom by choosing a reliable heating oil company—one that will never let you down.

We're on the road around the clock to keep our customers comfortable, in the nastiest of conditions.

And now, we'll even give you 30 days to pay—at the lowest cash price*. Make the best of winter; weather the season with Good Friends.

HOMEx SHOW
SPECIAL!
Call us today for special equipment pricing!

Brunswick
Coal & Lumber
18 Spring St., Brunswick
729-9921 or 1-800-339-9921

DownEast
Energy
172 Main St., So. Portland
796-5065 or 1-800-244-5065

ER
Waran
14 Depot St., Kennebunk
985-5154 or 1-800-286-6364

Yarmouth
Fuel
55 Main St., Yarmouth
846-5507 or 1-800-244-5585

*For credit-approved heating oil customers with accounts paid in full.